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                    Abstract
We describe Peirce’s 1903 system of modal gamma graphs, its transformation rules of inference, and the interpretation of the broken-cut modal operator. We show that Peirce proposed the normality rule in his gamma system. We then show how various normal modal logics arise from Peirce’s assumptions concerning the broken-cut notation. By developing an algebraic semantics we establish the completeness of fifteen modal logics of gamma graphs. We show that, besides logical necessity and possibility, Peirce proposed an epistemic interpretation of the broken-cut modality, and that he was led to analyze constructions of knowledge in the style of epistemic logic.
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                    Notes
	Later in 1911, Peirce reveals that he would still need to add the fourth, Delta part, “in order to deal with modals” (R L 376 Peirce 1911b). The citation R is from Peirce (1966), and for other collections of Peirce’s works, see Peirce (1976, 1982).


	Namely (1) to answer the problem of the soundness of reasoning, (2) to develop new methods for logical analysis, (3) to address the question of the nature of mathematical reasoning, and (4) to present his philosophical account of the relation of qualities and laws to forms of thought.


	The draft page presents a list of “special spot-graphs”, among which we find graphs for necessity, possibility, and possibility of necessity. These three were omitted from the printed version because of the cost and the typographical complications that they presented to the printer, and were replaced by Convention No. VIII.: “1. A cut with many little interruptions aggregating about half its length shall cause its enclosure to be a graph, expressing that the entire graph on its area is logically contingent (non-necessary)” [R 479, p. 19; cf. (Roberts 1973, p. 82)].


	Soon after the lectures, Peirce communicates with with the Putnam & Sons to get his Lowell Lectures published. His correspondence with James McKeen Cattell and G. Putnam (R L 78) reveals that the publication of the lectures fell through merely for accidental and commercial reasons. The full corpus of his lecture notes for the Lowell Lectures consisted of altogether some 1300 manuscript pages and would have made a major contribution to the study of logic of the time—and would be a major contribution to the study of logic of our time, too, one might add.


	We emphasize that the continuous cut means negation derivatively, namely that it is a result of having the sign of illation (“the scroll”) first, from which a cut that means negation results by atrophying the inner loop invisibly small (R S-30 Peirce 1896–1906; cf. Bellucci and Pietarinen 2016). We also note that negation is only one meaning of the continuous cut among many, as it also serves (1) the role of what parentheses do in the linear notation, (2) the grouping together of propositions, as well as (3) being an indicator of the context for subgraphs.


	Peirce admits that more than two kinds of cuts may be needed in practice, but he notes to have found real use for only two of them: the continuous and the broken cut. At first (R S-28, September 1903 Peirce 1896–1906), he proposes that it is the “mode of dotting the line” that identifies what alternative universes are meant (this is his Convention 9). Later he rather takes it that if new and different modes of modalities are needed, those are better represented not by changes in the kind of line drawn to enclose other graphs, which really is nothing but the boundary between the areas inside and outside it, but by changes in the quality of those areas, that is, by tinctured graphs (R 295/292b, 1906 Peirce 1906c).


	This is along the lines of Peirce’s own proposals. All Gamma signs, he notes, “are of those same kinds” as they are in the previous Alpha and Beta parts (R 467 Peirce 1903b). The difference is that in the Gamma part, “all of the old kinds of signs take new forms” (R 467 Peirce 1903b).


	The term “nest” was first presented in July 10, 1903, in the Logic Notebook (R 339, Peirce 1865–1909).


	This accords with Peirce’s rule of interpretation of the diagrammatic syntax of graphs, which is “endoporeutic”, that is, from outside-in (R 650, R 669, R295/292b, R 293, R 300 Peirce 1906c; 1906–7; 1908, 1910, 1911a).


	Peirce is not fully consistent as to this aspect of the system. He wrote in R 467 (Peirce 1903b): “Rules of the Broken Cut: Rule I. In a broken cut already on the sheet of assertion any graph may be inserted”. In the drafts of the Syllabus he states that the rule of erasure and insertion “applies to the broken cut”, which is correct. In the last draft of the Syllabus, he states that “The Rule of Erasure and Insertion applies to the broken cut in this form: Evenly enclosed, a full cut can be transformed into a broken cut; while oddly enclosed a broken cut can be transformed into a full one. It makes no difference whether the enclosure here spoken of is by a full or a broken cut. In regard to Graphs the Rule of Erasure and Insertion applies to enclosures by broken cuts precisely as to those by full cuts”. This is also correct.


	In the tinctured graphs, which we do not propose to study here, there can be differently tinctured provinces in the same graph and which correspond to multi-modal logics, but this does not change the rule (K) in any way.


	Since all derivations begin with the sheet of assertion, which is \(\top \), there is no need to separately state that G in the premiss needs to be a theorem of the system.


	It is unclear whether Peirce used in R 478(s) Peirce (1903e) the sign of consequence ([image: ]) or the sign of equality (\(=\)) between 
[image: figure d]




 and 
[image: figure e]




; possibly he first wrote [image: ], but then crossed it over with \(=\). The latter direction would mean also density, that is, a deletion of a doubled necessity around a graph, producing yet another modal system.


	A further point of interest concerning the behaviour of the double broken cut is that Peirce took the outer broken cuts to be relative not to a state of information “but to a state of reflection”, namely to the possibility that the truth of the graph is necessary, and that it is because of the ignorance, or that one has “not sufficiently reflected upon the subject” (R 467 Peirce 1903b) that doubt remains whether the truth of the graph obtains or not. An interested reader may compare Peirce’s argument to Anselm’s ontological proof that turn on interpretations of Brouwer’s Axiom (Serene 1981), or to the logic of ‘being informed’ (Floridi 2006), for example.


	This algebraic semantics and its application to the Gamma graphs is not intended to capture all aspects of what a comprehensible semantic theory for EGs ought to accomplish, such as Peirce’s own game-theoretic interpretation of graphs in terms of the actions of the Graphist and the Interpreter (for such an interpretation, see e.g. Pietarinen 2006b). The extension of game-theoretic semantics to modalities is straightforward. Yet we believe that algebraic semantics is worth developing as well and that its application to the the theory of graphs justified also from the point of view of Peirce’s own logical theorizing, because (1) it continues the algebraic tradition of logic that largely originated with Peirce’s logical researches, and because (2) these graphical systems admit of a reinterpretation in terms of algebraic rules. The algebraic viewpoint thus answers the remark we find in Peirce’s reply to Ladd–Franklin’s question of what bearing logical graphs have on the received basic logic: “Not much”, he answered, “except in one highly important particular, that they supply an entirely new system of fundamental assumptions to logical algebra” (R L 237, 1900 Peirce 1900).


	Another, possibly equivalent term for a perfect system of rules was that they consist of an “archegetic rules of transformation”. He explains this as the property of “the rules of any code which is such that none of its rules follows as a consequence from the rest, while all other permissibilities are consequences of its rules” (R 478 Peirce 1903e). This characterises another property, the independence of the rules of transformation.


	We should also notice the novelty that broken cuts have, unlike continuous cuts, special hooks onto which we can connect such marks that refer to the states of things, or possible worlds. Peirce explains this procedure as follows:

                           We should fall into inextricable confusion in dealing with the broken cut if we did not attach to it a sign to distinguish the particular state of information to which it refers. And a similar sign has then to be attached to the simple g, which refers to the state of information at the time of learning that graph to be true. (R 467 Peirce 1903b)

                        

Modalities are thus connected to “states of information” to which they refer. The passage above is then followed by the presentation of the necessitation rule, namely that from a graph g that has been marked by the attachment to the hook of the broken cut (namely that one has already learned or proven the graph to be true), we can infer the necessity of that graph g. The idea of hooks comes from the Beta graphs, in which they surround the periphery of “spots” (the predicate and relation terms) and into which the quantifiers, as lines of identity, are attached.


	Cf. R 467 Peirce (1903b): “It becomes evident, in this way, that a modal proposition is a simple assertion not about the universe of things but about the universe of facts that one is in a state of information sufficient to know. The graph 
[image: figure l]




 without any selective, merely asserts that there is a possible state of information in which the knower is not in a condition to know that the graph g is true, while 
[image: figure m]




 asserts that there is no such possible state of information.”


	We use subscript indices here instead of connecting lines that Peirce used in the original caption of the graph in Fig. 4c. Peirce also wrote “not quite sure” below this graph.
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